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ABSTRACT: 

 

Impact craters are the predominant geomorphological features on the lunar surface. They can be studied to infer the ages of the lunar 

surfaces, the generation processes of the geological units, and the sequences of its geological events. Lunar crater-related research is 

dependent on crater records, which are usually stored in the form of crater catalogues. In the past, various efforts have been dedicated 

to generating global lunar crater catalogues. All published global catalogues, however, either contain only relatively large craters or 

lack 3D morphological information. This paper first presents approaches for automatic crater detection and the extraction of crater 

morphological information. The approaches have been performed on the lunar global datasets, e.g., digital elevation models (DEMs) 

and images, resulting in a global catalogue of lunar craters. To guarantee the reliability of the crater detection results, intensive manual-

checking processes have been performed to improve the correctness and completeness of the catalogue. The generated global catalogue 

contains entries on 1.31 million lunar craters. It extends the existing global catalogues to craters with diameters ≥1 km and enriched 

with 3D morphological information of craters. Global analyses of craters were conducted based on the newly generated catalogue, 

including the analysis of crater density and depth-to-diameter ratio. We re-examined the previously observed distributions and patterns 

to show its fidelity and further explored other global relationships, which have not been discovered in previous research. The results 

updated the clues on impact cratering process and terrain differences. The developed global catalogue of lunar craters can be utilised 

for different applications by the research community, and the relevant research will help to enrich the literature and facilitate the 

advancement of crater-related planetary science. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Craters are dominant geomorphological features on the lunar 

surface. Lunar crater catalogues provide the basis for 

investigating crater populations, distributions and their 

morphometric parameters, which are valuable information on 

impact cratering processes as well as the physical and geological 

processes of planetary bodies. The applications of lunar crater 

catalogues range from dating lunar surface age (Neukum et al., 

2001), investigating the formation processes of geological units 

and the sequences of geological events (Head et al., 2010), and 

selecting the landing site for lunar exploration missions (De Rosa 

et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2014). 

 

Lunar crater-related research is dependent on crater records, 

which are usually stored in the form of crater catalogues. 

Extensive efforts have been made to generate global or local 

catalogues of lunar impact craters. However, due to data 

limitations and time-consuming human-performed processes, 

most catalogues contain only large craters. The first cataloguing 

efforts of an all-encompassing lunar global crater catalogue in a 

specific diameter range were made by Head et al. (2010). Their 

catalogue contained entries on 5,185 craters with diameters >20 

km, and these were manually digitised based on the earlier digital 

elevation models (DEMs) produced from the Lunar Orbiter Laser 

Altimeter (LOLA; Smith et al., 2010) onboard NASA’s Lunar 

Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). Later works extended this 

catalogue to contain craters larger than 10 km (Luo et al., 2013), 

8 km (Salamunićcar et al., 2014; Salamunićcar et al., 2012), 5 km 

(Barlow, 2017) and 3 km (Krüger et al., 2018) in diameter. 

                                                                 
*  Corresponding author 
 

Among these crater catalogues, only the one by Krüger et al. 

(2018) provided 3D morphological information of craters. 

However, research on smaller craters is essential, as it can, for 

example, increase the reliability of age analysis and reveal the 

resurfacing process with more details. The recently published 

lunar crater catalogue by Robbins (2018) includes craters with a 

minimum diameter of 1–2 km. It is the most up-to-date lunar 

crater catalogue in terms of sizes and number of craters covered, 

but it does not include 3D morphological information of craters. 

Morphological data such as crater depth, bottom width and rim 

height are crucial to facilitate a variety of investigations of 

planetary processes, terrain properties, cratering mechanisms, 

and geology. Quantification of crater morphologies is therefore 

essential for understanding the abovementioned aspects. Prior 

extractions of 3D morphological information on craters have 

focused on small, isolated lunar regions or a small number of 

specific types of craters (Krüger et al., 2018; Pike, 1977a; Pike, 

1977b; Wünnemann and Ivanov, 2003). Global studies of crater 

morphologies, including those of small craters, have not been 

conducted due to the lack of a complete global database and the 

heavy workload required. Thus, it is highly desirable for a global 

crater catalogue covering a broad range of sizes and containing 

3D morphological information to be created. 

 

The higher-resolution remote sensing datasets collected by recent 

lunar missions enable the investigations of craters with a 

relatively smaller size and provide more accurate and detailed 3D 

information. In this paper, an automatic crater detection approach 

and an approach for 3D morphological information extraction 
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have been developed. Based on the developed approaches, a new 

global catalogue of lunar craters has been generated, which 

contains entries for 1.31 million craters ≥1 km in diameter and 

with detailed 3D morphological information. This paper also 

presents the preliminary results for a global analysis of lunar 

craters based on the new catalogue. 

 

2. APPROACHES FOR CRATER DETECTION AND 

MORPHOLOGICAL INFORMATION EXTRACTION 

2.1 Machine Learning for Crater Detection Based on 

Lunar DEMs 

The generation of a lunar crater catalogue requires more 

automated methods of crater detection, as it involves a large 

number of datasets. A machine-learning approach for automatic 

crater detection based on DEMs has been developed based on our 

previous works (Wang et al., 2018; Wang and Wu, 2020). First, 

a feature descriptor based on the histogram of oriented gradient 

(HOG; Dalal and Triggs, 2005) was designed for describing the 

elevation changes of crater areas and extracting features for 

machine learning. Figure 1 shows examples of the extracted 

HOG features for a crater DEM and a non-crater DEM. Then, a 

support vector machine (SVM) classifier was trained and 

optimised using the HOG features from positive samples (crater 

regions) and negative samples (non-crater regions). The resulting 

trained classifier was then used to detect craters on DEMs and 

was able to return both the centre coordinate and the diameter of 

each crater. The classifier was trained using a collection of 

positive and negative samples and validated independently using 

data at other different sites. The tests confirm the effectiveness 

and high efficiency of the proposed approach, which allows the 

crater detection to be conducted globally. 

 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of the extracted HOG features for a crater 

DEM and a non-crater DEM. 

 

2.2 3D Morphological Information Extraction 

In addition to extracting the geographic coordinates of the crater 

centres and diameters of craters by the machine learning 

approach, an effective approach for extraction of 3D 

morphological information of craters (including crater depth, 

wall slope, bottom width, rim height, central peak height and 

width) has been developed, based on the 3D information of the 

DEMs. First, two profiles are derived from each crater, namely a 

vertical profile, and a horizontal profile. A two-term Gaussian 

fitting is then applied for each profile (as illustrated in Figure 2) 

to remove possible noise (e.g., local elevation changes). Second, 

the morphological parameters are calculated from the well-fitted 

profiles. The two-term Gaussian fitting may fail due to the 

irregular shape of the profile when craters are overlapped or 

highly degraded; in this case, the profile is excluded from the 

calculation. Finally, the morphological parameters of the craters 

are determined by adopting the average or maximum of the 

parameters calculated from different profiles. If both extracted 

profiles fail in the Gaussian fitting, the crater is regarded as a 

wrong detection and will be removed from the crater catalogue. 

 

 
Figure 2. Extraction of 3D morphological information of craters 

based on Gaussian fitting. (a) The circle shows the boundary of 

the detected crater, and the dashed line illustrates where the crater 

profile is extracted. (b) The light-blue dashed line displays the 

extracted profile, and the black line shows the fitted two-term 

Gaussian function. For the sake of fitting, the horizontal distance 

(x-axis) is normalised, and the elevation (y-axis) is enlarged 

accordingly. The enlarged part on the left shows the central peak 

fitted by the one-term Gaussian function. (c) The black line is the 

first-order derivative of the fitted Gaussian function, used for the 

calculation of morphological information.  

 

3. THE NEW GLOBAL CRATER CATALOGUE 

3.1 Generation of the Global Crater Catalogue 

The approaches mentioned above for crater detection and 

morphological information extraction were applied on DEMs 

covering the entire lunar surfaces, resulted in initial global crater 

detection results (≥1 km in diameter) with 3D morphological 

information. For the regions in latitudes of [−60º, 60º], the LOLA 

and SELENE Terrain Camera (TC; Kato et al., 2008) merged 

DEM (SLDEM; Barker et al., 2016) was used. The SLDEM has 

a spatial resolution of 512 pixels per degree (about 60 m at the 

equator) and a vertical accuracy of about 3 to 4 m. For the regions 

in latitudes of [-90º, -60º] and [60º, 90º], the LOLA DEM 

(LDEM; Smith et al., 2010) was used. The LDEM has the best 

resolution of 1,024 pixels per degree and a relatively better 

resolution on polar regions due to the principle of laser altimetry. 

The SELENE TC images with a spatial resolution of 10 m/pixel 

and the Digital Orthophoto Map (DOM) from the Chang’E-2 

images (Li et al., 2018) with a spatial resolution of 7m/pixel were 

employed in the manual checking process. The SLDEM, LDEM, 

SELENE TC images and Chang’E-2 images were manually co-

registered with the LDEM as a base map to remove the geometric 

inconsistencies among them before their use for crater detection. 
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In the above process, the Mercator projection was used for 

regions between latitudes ±75°, with a central meridian at 0°; 

while those poleward of 75° were processed in the polar 

stereographic projection, with a central meridian set for both at 

0°. The final catalogue was projected in Moon 2000 coordinate 

system and the adopted spherical radius used is 1737.4 km. The 

coordinates of the craters were recorded in latitude and longitude. 

The distortions of morphological parameters caused by Mercator 

projection have been removed. 

 

To guarantee the reliability of the global crater detection, 

tremendous efforts have been paid to check the correctness and 

completeness of the detected craters by a group of independent 

operators. A grid with a cell size of 1 km x 1 km was overlaid on 

the TC and Chang’E-2 images to assist the manual checking of 

the detected craters and digitization of possible craters missed by 

the automatic algorithm. Besides, previous crater catalogues 

(Head et al. 2010; Povilaitis et al. 2018; Robbins 2018) were 

overlaid on our results as references. The inconsistences between 

our catalogue and the previous ones were given extra attention. 

The checking processes were conducted by several independent 

operators, and the divergences were further discussed. 

 

All detected craters, regardless of degradation state, were 

included in the catalogue as long as they could be recognised 

from DEMs with measurable rims. As such, the catalogue 

includes newly formed craters, as well as those degraded or 

partially buried. Highly eroded ‘ghost’ craters were not included 

in the catalogue. 

 

The final generated crater catalogue contains entries on 1.31 

million craters with diameters ≥1 km. Each entry comprises the 

geographic coordinates of the centre, diameter, and the 3D 

morphological information for each crater, i.e., crater depth, wall 

slope, bottom width, rim height, central peak height and central 

peak width. An overview of the global crater catalogue is shown 

in Figure 3. The catalogue is provided in both text and shapefile 

(for direct use in ArcGIS) formats. The shapefile version is 

divided into 24 bins separated by 15° interval in longitude, and 

detailed crater information is recorded in the attribute tables. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. The new global catalogue of lunar craters (≥1 km) overlaid on the SLDEM and LDEM. 

 

 

3.2 Comparison with Previous Crater Catalogues 

The developed global catalogue of lunar craters was compared 

with the three most representative lunar crater catalogues, namely 

those by Head et al. (2010), Povilaitis et al. (2018) and Robbins 

(2018). Overall, for craters with diameters ≥5 km, our crater 

catalogue shows good agreement with the catalogue by Robbins 

(2018) but contains more entries than those in the catalogues by 

Povilaitis et al. (2018) and Head et al. (2010). In the diameter 

range of 1-5 km, the number of craters in our catalogue is more 

than those in Robbins (2018). 

 

The inconsistencies between our catalogue and the catalogues by 

Head et al. (2010), Povilaitis et al. (2018) and Robbins (2018) are 

considered due to the following reasons: (1) the crater 

identification for each catalogue may have errors and 

uncertainties; (2) the newly released data with better resolution 

and quality enabled detection of new and small craters that might 

have been easily missed in previous catalogues; and (3) different 

crater catalogue might have different criteria for crater inclusion, 

which may also influence the consistency among crater 

catalogues. For example, some craters buried by mare but still 

observable on the surface were not included in previous 

catalogues (e.g., Povilaitis et al. 2018), but were identified and 

included in our catalogue. Besides, the catalogue by Robbins 

(2018) contains entries for craters >1–2 km while our catalogue 

contains entries for craters ≥1 km; thus, the catalogue by Robbins 

(2018) has fewer craters in the diameter range of 1–2 km.  
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4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF GLOBAL ANALYSIS 

4.1 Global Crater Density 

The crater density is the number of craters per unit area. For 

craters with a diameter >20 km, a moving window of 500 km was 

adopted to align the results with those of Head (2010). For craters 

≤20 km, a smaller moving window of 100 km was used to 

preserve more details. To achieve a fair comparison with 

previous works in light of different sizes of moving windows, the 

normalised crater density was adopted, which calculated the 

number of craters with diameter D d per 106. This normalised 

crater density has commonly been adopted by the research 

community (Fassett et al., 2012; Head et al., 2010; Robbins, 

2018). The density maps in Figure 4 are presented in normalised 

crater density. 

 

 

Figure 4. Global normalized crater density maps for (a) >20 km, 

(b) 5-20 km and (c) 1-5 km. The lunar mare regions are marked 

by grey slashes. 

 

The density maps of craters >20 km and 5–20 km (Figure 4) are 

in good agreement with previous results by Head et al. (2010) 

and Robbins (2018). The crater density map of 1–5 km, however, 

shows more detailed trends that have not been reported before, 

which include: (1) the boundaries of high density and low density 

show a high similarity to the boundaries between lunar mare and 

the highlands; (2) the Orientale basin (marked by ‘A’), which 

shows an apparent low density for large craters, has no noticeable 

density difference for 1–5 km diameter craters; and (3) high-

density areas of 1–5 km craters are located at the north pole and 

a local region (5–80°E, 30–50°S; marked by ‘B’ in Figure 4c). 

 

4.2 Crater Depth-to-Diameter Ratio 

The 3D morphological information of craters available in our 

catalogue enables the study of crater depth-to-diameter 

relationships. To evaluate the spatial association between the 

depth-to-diameter ratios and locations, the average depth-to-

diameter ratios of craters in different diameter ranges were 

measured in a moving window with a 100 km radius, as shown 

in Figure 5. Overall, the spatial distribution of the average depth-

to-diameter ratios shows apparent discrepancies between lunar 

highland and mare. The majority of lunar mare regions have an 

average depth-to-diameter ratio of lager than 0.1, while in 

comparison, the highland regions show a significantly lower 

value. The morphological differences of craters on mare and 

highland have been noticed before, and the reason may be the 

differences in strength of the target material (e.g., Senft and 

Stewart, 2007). There was an agreement that complex craters on 

highland terrains are deeper than those on the lunar mare (Kalynn 

et al., 2013; Pike, 1981; Pike, 1980). However, our results show 

the opposite trend that the craters on the lunar mare are relative 

deeper than those on the highlands. The possible reason for this 

disagreement might be that our average depth-to-diameter map 

was most contributed by small craters of 1-2 km diameter. In 

comparison, previous research focused on complex craters that 

larger than 10 km or 20 km. The craters in different sizes show 

diverse morphology on the lunar mare and highlands. 

 

 
Figure 5. The average depth-to-diameter ratios calculated in a 

moving window of 100 km radius. The regions of the lunar mare 

are marked by grey slashes. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

This paper presents a new global catalogue of lunar craters. It 

extends the existing global catalogues to craters with diameters ≥ 

1 km. Furthermore, with the availability of 3D information 

extracted from the DEMs, the crater catalogue is enriched by 3D 

morphological information of craters. This new catalogue is more 

complete than any previously published catalogue and will be 

useful for researchers in lunar geology and other related fields. 

 

Based on the new global catalogue of lunar craters, global crater 

analyses were conducted, including the analysis of crater density, 

and crater depth-to-diameter ratio. Preliminary results of the 

global analysis are summarised as follows: 
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1. The global crater density maps of large craters (>20 km 

in diameter) were in good agreement with previous results. 

The 1–5 km diameter crater density map had a better spatial 

resolution. It showed that the boundaries of high-density and 

low-density areas have a high similarity to the boundaries 

between lunar mare and the highlands.  

 

2. The analysis of depth-to-diameter ratios revealed that 

small craters (about 1-2 km) on the lunar mare have larger 

average depth-to-diameter ratios than that on the highlands. 

This was in contrast to the previous conclusion that craters 

on the highlands were deeper than those on the mare. 

 

Our future efforts will be the investigation of crater distribution 

and morphological characteristics in other regions, such as the 

Imbrium Basin, the Nectaris Basin and polar regions. The 

developed lunar crater catalogue can be utilised for different 

purposes by the research community, and the derived research 

will help to enrich the literature and facilitate the advancement of 

crater-related planetary science. 
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